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Abstract 
We present a software development method for event-triggered sequential systems, where 
we extend a widely used formal Z technique to specify also different kinds of activation of 
operations and the availability of input and output values. Beside the system operations 
we also specify the operations of the environment. A data flow diagram serves to specify 
where an operation belongs to. We define a formal semantics for such specifications by 
a translation to fair transition systems. Requirements can then be expressed in linear 
temporal logic. We apply our formal method to a lift already specified with the Z technique 
and detect a specification fault indicating a drawback of the Z technique for which we 
suggest a solution. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Computers are embedded in a lot of safety critical systems such as airplanes and chemical 
plants in order to control these systems. The computer continuously receives input from, 
e.g, sensors or human interaction, and reacts to the input by an immediate action. We 
call such systems event-triggered reactive systems. We assume that an action due to an 
event is finished before the next action is triggered, i.e, actions are assumed to be atomic. 
Such systems we call sequential. This is an appropriate constraint in case a system is 
executing at a much faster rate than the environment provides input for the system, and 
faster than output to the environment must be provided. 

For such, often very complex, systems correct software which meets the requirements 
cannot be written ad hoc but must be the result of a development process containing 
mainly the following two parts before implementation: 
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1. One part dealing with the requirements specification, e.g, when an airplane is flying 
no door shall be open, or a lift will eventually reach a requested floor. 

2. The other part dealing with the design specification of the system and the compo
nents of the environment. The design specification must be validated w.r.t the require
ments specification. The structure of the design specification of the system should be 
closely related to the architecture of the embedded computer, and to the software to 
be developed to enable a smooth transition towards an implementation. 

In this paper we present a formal method for this development process for event-driven 
sequential systems. For the design specification we combine and extend the formal Z 
notation, and data flow diagrams in the form of Activity charts (Hare! et al., 1990) or 
Transformation Schemas (Ward and Mellor, 1985). The design specification is based on the 
conventions of Spivey (1992) for using the Z notation for sequential system specification. 
We call these conventions a formal Z technique. The main convention is to structure a 
system specification as a state based and model oriented abstract data type consisting of a 
state space, a nonempty set of initial states, and a set of operations, where each operation 
has certain input and output. This convention is also common in VDM (Jones, 1990) [8]. 
For our combined specifications we define a formal semantics by translating specifications 
into fair transition systems (e.g, def.1later). Important classes of requirements are safety 
or response properties. They can be represented by linear temporal formulas (e.g, exp.4,5 
later). The proof of properties of important classes of requirements is supported by a 
relative complete proof system due to Z. Manna and A. Pnueli (1992), which is based on 
assertional reasoning. This proof system supports systematic debugging of the specifica
tion w.r.t. requirements such that design faults can be detected in an early stage of the 
development process. 

Our contributions to the method sketched above are the following. The system part 
of the design specification is given following the Z technique of (Spivey, 1992). The in
terface between the system and the environment consists of input and output variables 
within Z operation schemas. A serious problem of the semantics of the Z specifications 
in (Spivey, 1988), (Brien and Nicholls, 1993) is that neither activation of operations, 
nor availability of input and output data is modeled. Our approach is to assume 
that communication channels represent one place buffers, where the operations consume 
their input values and produce output values. The operations of the system are enabled 
if input data is available and no output data is pending. Moreover, we assume that the 
operations are executed in a weakly fair manner. The validation of such assumptions is 
the work of the system analysis. 

The environment restricts the possible behaviors of the system. Therefore it is often 
necessary to specify the behavior of the environment to enable verification. We specify the 
operations of the environment using extended Z operation schemas. Data flow diagrams 
are used to define which operations belong to the system and which to the environment, 
and enhance the readability of specifications. 

We extend the Z notation such that different activation patterns of the operations can 
be abstractly specified by adding keywords to operation schemas. These denote different 
possibilities when an operation is enabled due to the role of the Z pre condition or the 
availability of input and output values, and denote different kinds of fairness of operations. 

We define a formal semantics for our combined specifications by translating them into 
fair transition systems such that the system state and the communication variables are 
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viewed as sets of typed variables. The domain of the communication variables contains 
a special value 'l.' to denote the absence of data. The operations of the environment 
and the system are represented by transitions which are defined by associated predicates. 
These predicates contain the predicate part of the associated Z schemas as well as the 
different kinds of activation. The operations which are specified to be executed weakly 
fair are represented by weakly fair transitions. 

There are a number of related publications. Often Z specifications contain state and 
operation schemas, which specify system states and operations upon them. Several ap
proaches exist to specify also the fairness of the operations or liveness properties of the 
system. In (Duke and Smith 1989), (Narayana and Dharap, 1990) a Z schema is added 
which models the behavior of the system in terms of sequences of states. Liveness prop
erties of the system are defined as restrictions on these sequences using the Z notation. 
These are also represented by introducing temporal logic operators. In (Evans 1994) the 
operations of the system are specified informally as being weakly fair. In (Lamport, 1994) 
a combination of the Z notation and TLA is sketched, such that the Z operations can 
be formally specified as weakly or strongly fair. However, most of the related work does 
not use the Z technique (Spivey 1992), e.g, most operation schemas do not contain input 
or output variables. We extend the Z notation such that the specifications obtained are 
closely related to the widely used Z technique but also determine different activation pat
tern of the operations formally and abstractly. Moreover, our formal semantics enables 
use of the relative complete proof system of Z. Manna and A. Pnueli (1992). 

When using the Z notation to specify concurrent systems several difficulties arise. The Z 
notation is used to abstract very complex reactions into atomic reactions. Mostly, opera
tions perform a state change of state variables which are also changed by other operations. 
Such operations can not be executed at the same time. Therefore the assumption that 
these operations are weakly fair executed does not model the truly concurrent execution 
of operations in general. Moreover, operations may be long, and an interrupt which stops 
or suspends them before their completion may be important. Another problem when spec
ifying distributed systems is the lack of a global clock. In (Coombes and McDermid 1993) 
Z is provided with a toolkit to present the effects of multiple unsynchronised clocks. 

We apply our formal method to a lift taken from (Horcher, 1995), where the lift is 
specified with the Z technique. A closely related Z specification of the lift is given in 
chapter 2. We extend the specification of the lift in section 3, and define the formal 
semantics of it in section 4. Examples of safety and liveness requirements are given in 
section 5. A much more elaborated requirement specification of a lift written in temporal 
logic is given by Barringer (1987). We show in section 5 that the original lift specification 
does not satisfy a major safety requirement. Our approach to modelling the dependencies 
from the environment and the possibility of systematic debugging leads to the detection 
of a fault within the Z specification of (Horcher, 1995). This fault indicates a drawback 
of the Z technique of (Spivey 1992). When using this technique the input and output 
variables of operation schemas are provided with types which contain all values received, 
respectively, sent, but which do not contain a special symbol to specify the absence of 
such values. We suggest in section 5 a solution. Finally, in section 6 we sketch some future 
work. 
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2 DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF A LIFT 

Informal description 
The informal description of the lift follows (Horcher, 1995) closely. On every floor there 
is a button to request the lift, and within the lift cabin there are buttons for each floor 
the lift can go to. The cabin door of the lift can be open or closed. If the cabin arrives 
at a desired floor the door opens, and a door timer is set to ensure that the door will 
stay open until the timer expires. Requests are processed in order of arrival. However, if 
a request 'move to floor number f' is already waiting to be processed, another request 
'move to floor number f' will be skipped. As events we assume 'a request move to floor 
number f', 'arriving in floor f' issued by a sensor, and 'timer expired' send by a door timer 
to indicate that the door may be closed. 

Z specification of the system part 
The Z specification of the system part of the lift given below is closely related to (Horcher, 
1995). 

Axiomatic descriptions are used to define constants and their constraints. 

maxfloor: N 
minfloor: N 

minfloor < maxfloor 

Types are defined as follows. 

DOORSTATE ::= OPEN I CLOSED I WAITOPEN 

CABSTATE ::= UP I DOWN I HALTED 

TIMER ::= SET _TIMER I TIMER_EXPIRED 

FLOOR == minfloor . . maxfloor 

If the cabin halts at a requested floor the door will open. The door timer will be set 
by 'SET _TIMER' by the lift controller. The door timer issues 'TIMER._EXPIRED' to 
indicate that the door may be closed again. The purpose of the door timer is to ensure 
that the door will stay open for a certain period of time to enable that people enter or 
leave the cabin. During this period of time the door is in state' WAITOPEN' 

State and operation schemas consist of a signature part and an optional predicate part. 
The signature part specifies the variables and their types. These variables are used in the 
predicate part which consists of an assertion of first order predicate logic, where the lines of 
the predicate part are considered to be connected by an and-operator. A schema tlName 
is defined as the combination of schema Name, and schema Name', where schema Name' 
is obtained from schema Name by adding a dash to every variable of the signature part 
of schema Name. Operations which access state information without changing the actual 
state include the schema '3Name instead of tlName (Spivey, 1992). Another convention 
of (Spivey, 1992) or (Wordsworth, 1992) is to specify a complex operation as an operation 
schema which is obtained mainly by disjunctive composition of other operation schemas 
within the Z schema calculus. 

The state schema LiftState models the state space. The system variable fir records 
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the current floor, door represents the state of the door, cab stands for the cabin state, 
and req contains a list of pending floor requests. 

The set of initial lift states is specified by the schema InitLift which has the same 
signature as the state space schema *. 

LiftState --------
fir:FLOOR 
door : DOORSTATE 
cab : CABSTATE 
req : seq FLOOR 

InitLift--------
LiftState 

fir = minfioor 
door= OPEN 
cab= HALTED 
req = () 

The operations Arrive, Doortimer and Goto model the reactions of the system due 
to, respectively, input sent by a sensor, input sent by the door timer, and input provided 
by a passenger. They are performed by the lift controller. 

Arrive,;,ArriveFloor V PassFloor, with 
ArriveFloor ________ _ 
t!..LijtState 
arrive? : FLOOR 
timer! : TIMER 

arrive? = head req 
fir' = arrive? 
door' = WAITOPEN 
cab' = HALTED 
req' = tail req 
timer! = SET _TIMER 

PassFloor ________ _ 

t!..LiftState 
arrive? : FLOOR 

arrive? =f. head req 
fir'= arrive? 
door'= door 
cab'= cab 
req' = req 

Their schemas have two copies of the state variables: a set of unprimed variables cap
turing the state before the operation, and a set of primed variables capturing the state 
after the operation. The meaning of schema Arrive is that if the cabin reaches the floor 
whose request is currently processed as recorded in head req then the cabin will halt, the 
door will open, and the door timer will be set (schema ArriveFloor). Otherwise the cabin 
will pass the floor without changing direction (schema PassFloor). 

The operation schema Arrive has the same declaration part since schema ArriveFloor 
as the declaration part of schema PassFloor is contained in the declaration part of schema 
ArriveFloor. The predicate part of schema Arrive is the disjunction of the predicate parts 
of the schemas PassFloor and ArriveFloor. We call the schema representation so obtained 
an extended schema. 

*Here we follow (Spivey, 1989) to define the possible initial states. This is in contrast to (Horcher, 1995) 
where schema LiftState' instead of LiftState is included. 
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Doortimer~Ne:dRequest V WaitRequest, with 
NextRequest WaitRequest _______ _ 
tlLiftState tlLiftState 
t?:TIMER t?: TIMER 

t? = TIMEILEXPIRED t? = TIMEILEXPIRED 
door = WAITOPEN door = WAITOPEN 
req "I- () req = () 
door'= CLOSED door'= OPEN 
head( req) >fir => cab' = UP cab' = cab 
head ( req) < fir => cab' = DOWN req' = req 
req' = req fir' = fir 
fir'= fir L...------------

The door timer sends the signal TIMEILEXPIRED. If there are pending requests the 
door will close and the cabin moves in direction of the next pending request (schema 
NeztRequest). Otherwise, the door is set to OPEN (schema WaitRequest). This state 
corresponds to the situation where the cabin is halted and the request queue is empty. 

If a requested floor is different from the current floor the door will close and the cabin 
will move towards the requested floor. This is modeled by operation Goto. 

Goto~GotoFloor V IgnoreRequest V QueueRequest, with 

GotoFloor IgnoreRequest -------
tlLiftState BLiftState 
/?:FLOOR f?:FLOOR 

door= OPEN 
f? "I- fir 
req' = (!?) 
door'= CLOSED 
f? > fir => cab' = UP 
f? <fir => cab' = DOWN 
fir'= fir 

door= OPEN 
f? =fir 

A new request will not be stored if a request for the same floor is pending in the request 
queue or if the cabin halts at the requested floor. Otherwise, the input request will be 
stored. That the new request f? is not pending in the request queue is formalized by the 
predicate req ~ {/?} -:f. (), where the operator '~· is called filter (Spivey 1992). 

QueueRequest ______________________ _ 
tlLiftState 
f?:FLOOR 

door -:f. OPEN 
(req ~{/?}"I-() V (/?=fir 1\ cab= HALTED))=> req' = req 
-.( req ~ {/?} "I- () V (!? =fir 1\ cab = HALTED)) => req' = req ~ (!?) 
cab'= cab 
fir'= fir 
door'= door 
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3 EXTENSIONS OF THE Z TECHNIQUE 

In the lift specification of section 2 the interface between the system and its environment 
consists of the input and output variables of the operation schemas. 

Activation of operations 
When the traditional Z technique is used neither the activation of operations nor the 
availability of data items is specified. Also it is not clear what kind of communication is 
associated with input and output variables. We assume that the communication variables 
are one place buffers. 

For an operation to be enabled its input must be available. However, it is not clear 
whether old output is still pending. The pre condition of an operation schema Op is defined 
using a schema operator 'pre ' as schema 'pre Op'. This schema is obtained from the 
operation schema Op by removing the primed and output variables from the declaration 
part, and binding them in the predicate part with an existential quantifier over the type 
removed in the declaration part. The role of the pre condition of an operation schema Op 
is also not clear. Some possibilities are the following: 

e An operation is enabled if input is available, no old output of the operation is pending 
and the operation reacts even if the pre condition evaluates to false in the current 
state. Here we follow (Wordsworth, 1992), where attempting an operation if the pre 
condition is not true gives unpredictable results. We call this behavior event-triggered 
and assume implicitly every operation of the lift system to behave like this. 

• An operation is enabled if input is available, no old output of the operation is pending 
and also the pre condition of the operation is true. 

Since we have different kinds of activation within the specification of the environment, 
we denote the first case by the keyword 'event-triggered', and the second by the keyword 
'pre condition'. 

Now it may be the case that more than one operation is enabled in a state. However, 
since we consider sequential systems only one operation can operate at a time. To ensure 
that an operation· will be performed eventually if it is continuously enabled we assume a 
weakly fair scheduler for the system operations, i.e, the system operations are executed 
weakly fair. We state this explicit by the keyword 'weakly fair' within the specification of 
the environment. An exact formal definition of weakly fair is given in definition 2. 

Environment 
We use extended operation Z schemas for the specification of the timer, sensor, and a 
passenger, where we add to the name of the schema the keywords denoting the activation 
of operations within '< ... >' brackets. which are different from the brackets '[ ... ]' for 
generic variables. 

The operation Timer will eventually send an output if input is available and no old 
output is pending. 
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Timer< event- triggered, weakly fair>---------------
timer? : TIMER 
t!: TIMER 

timer? = SET _TIMER 
t! = TIMER-EXPIRED 

The operation Sensor is enabled if cab= UP or cab= DOWN and no old output value 
is pending, and is weakly fair. 

Sensor < pre condition, weakly fair > ----------------
'3LiftState 
arrive! : FLOOR 

(cab = UP /1. arrive! =fir+ 1) V (cab = DOWN /1. arrive! =fir- 1) 

The sensor indicates that the cabin has arrived at a certain floor under the assumptions 
that the sensor sends the number of the reached floor fast enough and that this number 
is noted before the cabin passes the floor or reaches the next floor. 

The schema Passenger models that a passenger presses a button of the lift. The keyword 
'pre condition' specifies that the operation is enabled if no old output is pending. 

r Passenger < pre condition > 
lf!: FLOOR 

To distinguish between operations of the environment and the system we use a data flow 
diagram (figure 1) which is syntactically related to an Activity chart of Statemate (Harel 
et al., 1990). The dotted boxes describe the environment, the other boxes describe the 
system. With each box a Z operation schema with the same name is associated. The two 
parallel lines denote a store capturing the state of the system to which the state schemas 
of the Z specification refer. The access to shared memory of an operation is illustrated 
by the arrows connecting the associated box with the store. The arrows provided with a 
name illustrate one place buffer communication between two operations. This is consistent 
with the semantics of data flow diagrams of Ward & Mellor given in (Ward, 1986). 

4 FORMAL SEMANTICS 

Below we define a formal semantics for design specifications that accord with our conven
tions. 

By applying the semantics from (Spivey, 1988), (Brien and Nicholls, 1993) to the schema 
expressions for Goto, Arrive, and Doortimer we get the usual models for first order logic 
predicates over the corresponding signatures defined in the signature part of the schemas. 
However, a Z operation schema models one 'processing step' ofthe system or environment, 
where the unprimed state variables and input variables capture the pre state, and the 
primed state variables and output variables capture the post state. 

We define our semantics, including the reactive aspects of the system, by translating 
specifications into fair transition systems in which we embed the existing semantics of Z 
specifications (Brien and Nicholls, 1993) by modeling also the activation of operations, and 
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Figure 1 Data flow diagram of the lift. 

the availability of input and output values. A computation sequence of the fair transition 
system representing the lift specification models the behavior of the lift as a sequence 
of states. The definitions given below follow closely definitions given by Z. Manna and 
A. Pnueli (1988,1992). 

Definition 1 {fair transition system) A fair transition system S consists of the fol
lowing components: 

1. a set of state variables V, for which a set of states E is defined, where each states E E 
is a type-consistent interpretation of V; 

2. an initial condition e characterizing the set of initial states; 
3. a finite set T of transitions, where each transition T E T is a function from ~ to 2E. 

Each function T is associated with an assertion p over unprimed and primed versions 
of state variables. Models for such assertions are joint interpretations (s, s') E E x E, 
which interprets x E V as s(x), and x' E V' as s'(x). When a predicate p for a joint 
interpretation ( s, s') holds we write ( s, s') f= p. A transition T E T is determined by 
its associated predicate p by r( s) ~ { s' E E I ( s, s') f= p}. 

4. a set of weakly fair transitions .:J ~ T; 
5. a set of strongly fair transitions C ~ T. 0 

A transition is enabled in states if and only if T(s) =F 0. 
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Definition 2 (computation) A computation of a fair transition systemS is an infinite 
sequence of states u: (s;)iEN, where the following holds: 

1. For the first state So f= 0 holds, i.e, the predicate 0 over V evaluates to true for state 
So· 

2. For each pair of consecutive states s;, s;+1 in a, there exists a transition T E T, such 
that (sj, si+1) f= p holds for the associated predicate p. 

3. For each r E .J it is not the case that r is continuously enabled beyond some point in 
a but taken at only finitely many positions in a. 

4. For each r E C it is not the case that r is enabled in infinitely many states of a but 
taken at only finitely many positions in a. 0 

In the following we give the relation between a design specification following our con
ventions and a fair transition system using the lift specification given in sections 2 and 
3. 

The set of state variables V is defined by V ~ Vsv• U V Com, where the set of typed 
variables Vsv• is the set of system state variables and V Com is the set of communication 
variables. 

Vsv• ~ {cab : CABSTATE, door : DOORSTATE,jlr : FLOOR, req: seqFLOOR}. 

According to the semantics of (Spivey, 1988), (Brien and Nicholls, 1993) an input or 
output variable x? respectively x! of type X carries only values of type X, which are 
received or sent. In order to be able to express situations such as an input value has arrived 
at the system or has been consumed, we introduce a special value '.l' not contained in the 
domain of X , which denotes the absence of a value. Therefore we define an extended 
type X1. for input and output variables. Moreover, we evaluate both input and output 
variables before an operation. 

Vcom ~ {arrive: FLOOR1.,J: FLOOR1., t: TIMER1., timer: TIMERl.}. 

All variables, including the input and output variables of operation schemas, are viewed 
as shared variables. For short we use only the name of a variable without mentioning its 
type. Every state s E ~ is an interpretation of ( Vs,. U V Com) assigning to each variable x : 
X E ( Vsv• U V com) a value from I1.(X), where the interpretation I1. is defined as follows. 
The semantics of (Spivey, 1988), (Brien and Nicholls, 1993) gives an interpretation I which 
assigns a fixed meaning to each type, constant and operator symbol used in the predicates 
of the schemata, where the domains of the types are sets. E.g, the generic constants 
min floor, maxfloor are interpreted by I( min floor), I( maxfloor) E N with I( minfloor) < 
I(maxfloor). We assume, e.g, I(HALTED) ={HALTED} within this paper. Due to the 
extension of the types for communication variables we extend the interpretation I to an 
interpretation I1., where, e.g, I1.(FLOOR1.) ~ I(FLOOR)U {.l}. Moreover, the symbol 
'.l' is handled as a normal value, e.g, .l = .l is interpreted as true. 

The initial condition 0 characterizes the set of initial states. It is determined by 
initial state schema InitLift of the specification. We use the name of the schema to denote 
also the predicate of the schema. 
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Definition 3 (initial condition) 

8 ~ ( InitLift 1\ chan= .l). 0 
chanEVcom 

The set of transitions T is defined by T ~£ Ts,, U TEnv, where 

Tsy, ~ { 'T AM"ive, T Go to, TDoortimer} · 

are associated with the operations of the system, and 

TEnv ~{ { TSen•or•, TTimer, TPa.slenger•}· 

with the operations of the environment. Each transition r E T is associated with an 
assertion p which formalizes the kind of activation and availability of input and output 
data, ( introduced informally in chapter 3), and the effect of the associated operation. 
The associated predicates for the event-triggered operations Arrive, Goto, Doortimer, and 
Timer are given in definitions 4,5 and 6 and the associated predicates for the operations 
Sensor and Passenger in definitions 4,5 and 7. For these definitions we use the name 
of a schema as an abbreviation for the predicate part of the schema, where x? : X is 
replaced by X : xl. and x! : X is replaced by x' : x_L. For each operation schema of the 
specification we define a set of typed input variables and a set of typed output variables, 

e.g, VArrive1, ~ {arrive: FLOOR.L}, and VArriveo .. ~ {timer': TIMERl.}· We express 
the situation that input of an operation Op is available but no output value is pending 
by assertion Enbo,. 

Definition 4 (predicate Enbo,) 

E b de! 
n Op = 

If the pre condition of an operation schema Op is true the operation Op will consume 
its input, the system state will change, and the output of the operation will be determined 
by the predicate part of the schema. All inputs or outputs not belonging to the operation 
will be left unchanged. In this case the processing of the operation Op is formalized by 
predicate Proco,, where the name Op is also used to denote the predicate part of schema 
Op. 

Definition 5 (predicate Proco,) 

P de! 
roco, = 1\ x' = .l 1\ Op 1\ 1\ x = x'. D 

If a component specified by an event-triggered operation reacts even if the pre condition 
Preop is not true this leads to an arbitrary state change. A complete transition step 
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performed by an event-triggered operation Op is characterized by the following predicate 
P~p· 

Definition 6 (predicate p~P ) 

p~P ~ Enbop 1\ (Preop => Procop)· 0 

Example 1 (predicate P~rrive) 

tr <kf · _J. • P Arrive - arnve r .ll\ tzmer = .l/\ 

PreArrrive => (arrive'= .l/\ Arrive 1\ f = f' 1\ t = t'). 0 

The communication between the lift controller and the components of the environment 
is asynchronous. A communication variable represents a one place buffer. Therefore a 
communication consists of placing a value into an empty buffer and consuming the value 
from the non empty buffer. This is part of the operations performed by the communicating 
components. E.g, in example 1 placing a value into the buffer timer is modeled by timer = 
.l/\ timer' = SET _TIMER, and consuming a value from buffer arrive is modeled by 
arrive f' .l/\ arrive' = .l. 

Another kind of activation is denoted with the keyword pre condition, such as within 
the specification of operation Sensor and Passenger. Such operations are enabled if their 
input is available, no output is pending, and their pre condition is true. In this case the 
result of an operation is formalized by predicate p~P. 

Definition 7 (predicate p~P ) 

pr def E b A p Po, = n Op " rOCOp· 0 

Example 2 (predicate p~: .... ,) 
p~:,. •• , ~ arrive = .l/\ Sensor 1\ timer = timer' 1\ t = t' 1\ f = f'. 0 

The set of weakly fair transitions contains all transitions associated with operations 
which are specified as weakly fair in section 3. 

Definition 8 (set of weakly fair transitions .J) 

The set of strongly fair transitions C is empty. 

Example 3 (prefix of a computation) The lift starts in the initial state So E ~ where 
.so F= e, e.g, 

.so(flr) = O,So(door) = OPEN,So(cab) = HALTED,So(req) = (). 
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Then a passenger makes a request 'move to floor 2'. This results in state s1 E ~' where 

St = So[2lf]t such that (So, St) F PPamnger· 

By operation Goto the request is queued, the door is closed, and the cabin moves up
wards. This results in state fi2 E ~' where 

s2 = st[.l..l f, (2) lreq, CLOSED I door, UP I cab] such that ( st, s2) f= PGoto· 

The sequence (So, St, s2) is a prefix of a computation of the lift. D 

5 FORMAL REQUIREMENTS AND DEBUGGING 

We define requirements of the lift formally in terms of linear temporal logic (Manna 
and Pnueli, 1992). A temporal formula may contain state formulas q, r, which are predi
cates over V, to which boolean operators and temporal operators, such as e.g, the 'always' 
operator D or 'eventually' operator 0 are applied. Certain classes of requirements inter
esting in practice are safety or response properties (Manna and Pnueli, 1992), e.g, 'Dq' 
or 'D(q --+ Or)'. A model for a temporal formula p is an infinite sequence of states 
u : So, s1 , ••. where each state provides an interpretation for the variables occurring in p 

(Manna and Pnueli, 1992) (11]. E.g, for a model u: So, s1 , •.. a safety property 'Dq' holds 
if s; f= q for all i EN; a response property 'D(q--+ Or)' holds if and only iffor all i EN 
with s; f= q a j ~ i exists with Sj f= r . 

The computations of the lift are models of such temporal formulas. A requirement 
formulated as a temporal formula p is satisfied by the lift specification if and only if p 

holds for each computations of the lift. 

Example 4 (safety requirement) If the door is open, the cabin will halt. 

o (door E {OPEN, WAITOPEN}--+ cab= HALTED). o 

Example 5 (response requirement) If a floor .is requested, the door will eventually 
open at that floor. Consider a floor constfloor E {I1.( minfloor), ... , I1.( maxfloor)}. 

D((head req = constfloor)--+ 0 (fir= constfloor 1\ door= WAITOPEN)). 0 

For important classes of requirement properties, such as safety or response properties, 
a relative complete proof system exists (Manna and Pnueli, 1992). When we were trying 
to apply the rule for safety requirements, we detected a fault within the specification 
indicating a drawback of the Z method. The safety requirement of example 4 does not 
hold due to a fault within schema Arrive, as explained in example 6. 

lThe notation s1 = so[2/ f] determines s1 to be the same function as so except that the value of variable 
f is 2. 
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Example 6 (falsification of the safety requirement) We give a prefix of a compu
tation of the lift for which the safety requirement of example 4 does not hold. The lift 
starts as in example 9, which determines the first three states So, s1, s2 • Then the cabin 
arrives at floor 1 which is indicated by the sensor, i.e, 

Then operation Arrive is performed, such that the cabin passes floor 1, because the 
request queue req is (2). As variable "timer!" is contained in the declaration part of 
schema Arrive it gets an arbitrary value of type TIME. This is a fault, because no output 
is sent to the door timer if a floor is passed. 

S4 ~ s3[l./ arrive, SET _TIMER/t] such that (8:3, s4) f= PAmv•· 

Due to this fault the door timer can send TIMER-EXPIRED. 

Ss ~ s4[TIMER-EXPIREDjt], such that (s4,ss) f= PTimer· 

As the system is event-triggered it can react to the event TIMER-EXPIRED although 
the pre condition of operation Doortimer evaluates to false in state ss, but the next state 
of the lift is arbitrary. We choose 

sa ~ s5[l./t, door/ WAITOPEN], such that (ss, sa) f= PDoortimer· 

Now, the predicate (door E {OPEN, WAITOPEN}-+ cab= HALTED) evaluates to 
false for state sa, because sa( door)= WAITOPEN, but sa( cab)= UP. o 

As operation Arrive shall issue SET _TIMER in case the cabin arrives at a desired 
floor the schema Arrive contains variable timer! : TIMER. Within schema Arrive it 
should be specified that in case the cabin passes a floor no output will be issued. The 
general problem arising here is to specify an operation that has the following property. 
Depending on a particular pre state the operation generates output or changes the system 
state but generates no output. This is not possible within the Z technique of (Spivey, 1992) 
or (Wordsworth, 1992) where the input, output variables are defined with a type which 
contains all values received, respectively, sent but do not contain a special symbol to 
specify the absence of such values. We suggest to extend the Z technique and to introduce 
types FLOOR1. and TIMER1. within the specification, and extend schema Arrive as 
sketched below. 

Arrive ____________________________________________________ __ 

tl.LiftState 
arrive? : FLOOR1. 
timer! : TIMER1. 

(arrive?= head req) A (fir'= arrive? A ... A timer!= SET _TIMER) 
v 
(arrive? f. head req) A (fir'= arrive? A ... A timer! = l.) 
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6 FUTURE WORK 

We plan to elaborate our suggestions for extending the Z technique and intend to debug 
and verify the lift specification further. The broader goal is to combine graphical methods 
such as the method of Ward & Mellor (Ward and Mellor, 1985) or Statemate (Hare! et al., 
1990) with the Z notation, where the data and data processing operations are specified 
using Z and the activations of the operations are obtained from the graphical notations. 
For this combined language we plan to define a family of formal semantics where each 
member is applicable for a certain application area based on our work in (Petersohn et 
al., 1994). Moreover, we plan to extend the specification language to model also real
time aspects. Building a symbolic interpreter for such a combined language, based on 
our formal semantics, is part of a project in cooperation with a local industry (Deutsche 
System-Technik). 
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